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SPEED LIMITS
 

1) Vocabulary  Which words correspond to these pictures ?
ðgo to : http://www.highwaycode.gov.uk/09.shtml#103 
 
French     

English     
 
2) Speed limits in Europe
             
a) complete the first column with the words you found in EX 1)
 
 Germany Spain France Great 

Britain
Italy Sweden the 

Netherlands
Finland

         
         
         
         
 
b)         ð go to : http://imode.ifrance.com/amisroutiers/pag/limivitess.htm
and complete the grid [salle 312 : Germany / Spain / France / Great Britain ]
                                   [ salle 313 : Italy /Sweden / the Netherlands / Finland]
 

HELP : kmh : kilometres per hour
 
3) In class, ask questions to your friends to find the missing information
 
Write the question here :
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4) Compare
 
5) Prohibition – permission – obligation – no obligation - possibility

            (comment exprimer l'interdiction, la permission, l'obligation et 
l'absence d'obligation,la capacitéou l'incapacité)

Utilisez votre livre de grammaire pour compléter le tableau ci-dessous
 

prohibition ♦      I ………………….. (drive)
♦      I am not allowed to (drive)

permission ♦      I ……………..…… (drive)
♦      I am allowed to (drive)

obligation ♦      I …………………..…… (drive)
♦      I ………………….……… (drive)

no obligation ♦      I ……………….……..(drive)
possibility ♦      I ………….. (drive)

♦      I am able to (drive)
 
 
 
 
            6. Make sentences.

1. In France , my father ………………….. drive at 130 kmh on 
Motorways.
2. In France , my father ………………….. drive faster than 130kmh 
on Motorways.
3. In France , my father ………………….. drive faster than 110kmh 
on Motorways when it rains.    
4. I ………………………… to ride my bike or motorbike on 
Motorways.
5. Tractors  or horse-drawn vehicles ………………………….. on 
Motorways.
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6. If we went to Spain, my father would …………………….. drive at 
120 kmh on Motorways, he wouldn’t ……………………. drive at 130 
kmh.
7. If we went to Finland in winter, my father would 
…………………….. drive at 100 kmh on Motorways.
8. If we went to the Netherlands or toFinland, he 
……………………………………….. drive faster than 80 kmh on 
single carriageways.
9. When I am 18, I will ……………………….. to take my driving 
test.
10. When I start driving, I ………………………………… drive faster 
than 110 kmh on Motorways.
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